Conformational coverage by a genetic algorithm: saturation of conformational space.
The molecular modeling is traditionally based on analysis of minimum energy conformers. Such simplifying assumptions could doom to failure the modeling studies given the significant variation of the geometric and electronic characteristics across the multitude of energetically reasonable conformers representing the molecules. Moreover, it has been found that the lowest energy conformers of chemicals are not necessarily the active ones with respect to various endpoints. Hence, the selection of active conformers appears to be as important as the selection of molecular descriptors in the modeling process. In this respect, we have developed effective tools for conformational analysis based on a genetic algorithm (GA), published in J. Chem. Inf. Comput. Sci. (1994, 34, 234; 1999, 39 (6), 997) and J. Chem. Inf. Model. (2005, 45 (2), 283). This paper presents a further improvement of the evolutionary algorithm for conformer generation minimizing the sensitivity of conformer distributions from the effect of smoothing parameter and improving the reproducibility of conformer distributions given the nondeterministic character of the genetic algorithm (GA). The ultimate goal of the saturation is to represent the conformational space of chemicals with an optimal number of conformers providing a stable conformational distribution which cannot be further perturbed by the addition of new conformers. The generation of stable conformational distributions of chemicals by a limited number of conformers will improve the adequacy of the subsequent molecular modeling analysis. The impact of the saturation procedure on conformer distributions in a specific structural space is illustrated by selected examples. The effect of the procedure on similarity assessment between chemicals is discussed.